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Abstract Deploying sparse sources and receivers in a complex near‐surface environment for seismic
imaging and monitoring remains a challenge. Complicated near‐surface structures with strong lateral
velocity variations and thick weathering layers distort seismic wave paths and produce strong reverberations
and scattering. Consequently, acquisition with a buried receiver system below the weathering layer is
preferred for land surveys, but the cost of this approach is excessively high in real applications. To mitigate
this problem, we propose a source‐receiver interferometry‐based redatuming method that can generate
redatumed data beneath the near surface with a reduced cost. The new acquisition geometry consists of
dense surface and sparse buried receivers. The workflow based on source‐receiver redatuming combines
surface and buried systems by cross correlating direct waves recorded by buried receivers with the
corresponding reflected waves recorded by surface receivers. The approach transforms surface
source‐receiver records into virtually buried source‐receiver records. We effectively suppress the acquisition
noises associated with the near‐surface structures because the proposed technique generates redatumed
data below the weathering layer. We apply dip‐guided interpolation to the redatumed data to make the
geometry consistent with the original surface geometry. The resulting records not only improve the seismic
image quality and repeatability compared with the original records but also have a lower cost than a
denseburied acquisition system. We use 13 seismic surveys carried out at different times to demonstrate the
feasibility and advantage of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Near‐surface imaging and monitoring play an important role in various geophysical applications within the
earth. These applications include obtaining engineering information, assessing near‐surface structures (faults
and channels), and conducting earthquake or deep structure investigations. Nakata and Snieder (2012)
applied passive seismic interferometry to a network of strong‐motion data sets in Japan to build
near‐surface velocities, which were then converted into ground soil strength related to the site response to
earthquakes. In the area of CO2 sequestration and storage, fault‐bounded structures provide potential path-
ways for fluids to enter groundwater aquifers. Beilecke et al. (2016) used shear‐wave reflections to examine
how deeper faults reached near the surface to prevent CO2 leakage. Bean et al. (2008) demonstrated that inac-
curate near‐surface models had ubiquitous distortions on earthquake source inversions such as spurious
forces and incorrect estimates of moment magnitudes, especially for volcano seismicity associated with large
impedance contrasts at the near surface. Göğüş and Pysklywec (2008) confirmed that near‐surface observa-
bles could be determined for diagnostic expressions of a delaminating or dripping mantle lithosphere.

In the field of exploration geophysics, it is also vital to build an accurate near‐surface model for detecting
low‐relief traps and to increase data quality for recommending well locations (Kelamis et al., 2002). Many
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technologies have been used to characterize the complex near surface when the conventional approach was
not valid. The complex near surface can include dunes, irregular topography, karst carbonates, and outcrop-
ping refractors (Everett, 2012, 2013), which result in strong seismic scattering, free‐surface multiples, statics
corrections, and source and receiver coupling. Time‐lapse seismic monitoring also suffers from seasonal
changes and acquisition coupling variations associated with the near surface (Zhao & Li, 2018a).
Therefore, redatuming was preferred and developed in recent years since it theoretically bypasses the over-
burden complexity (Keho & Kelamis, 2012). Model‐based redatuming established by Berkhout (1981) and
Berryhill (1979) exploited precomputed velocity models to extract redatuming operators. Redatuming was
used to mitigate the defocusing effects caused by complex near‐surface traits (Yilmaz, 2001). Based on the
Kirchhoff or wave‐equation extrapolation operators, redatuming introduced such relevant data corrections
that sources and receivers were relocated to a certain depth (Schneider et al., 1995). Similar to other conven-
tional techniques, however, the success of model‐based redatuming depended on the accuracy of the
near‐surface velocity model, whereas velocity analysis for complex near surfaces was difficult due to severe
statics problems (Bevc, 1997).

Interferometry‐based redatuming methods were developed to mitigate the limitations of model‐based reda-
tuming (Halliday & Curtis, 2010; Schuster et al., 2004; Schuster & Zhou, 2006). These methods generally
required buried receivers to be deployed below the overburden so that the Green's function could be directly
measured from the first arrivals. Buried receiver depths depend on the near‐surface complexity and vary
from meters to a few hundred meters. Interferometry‐based methods include daylight imaging (Rickett &
Claerbout, 1999), interferometric reflection‐ or refraction‐wave redatuming (Bharadwaj et al., 2012;
Mallinson et al., 2011), coda‐wave interferometry (Snieder et al., 2002), and virtual‐source redatuming
(Korneev & Bakulin, 2006). All these methods were based on the weighted cross correlation of different
receivers, followed by a summation over all sources or receivers. Specifically, the virtual‐source (VS) method
was demonstrated to be a powerful redatuming methodology to reduce the complexity of overburden in
deep‐water environments. The process cross correlated these measured redatuming operators (direct arri-
vals) with reflected waves to recover the reflection records to image structures below a complex overburden
(Bakulin et al., 2007; Bakulin &Mateeva, 2008). Zhao et al. (2019) extended the VSmethod by constructing a
multidimensional radiation‐pattern filter in the wavelet domain. This method mitigated the near‐surface
effects above the buried receivers and mainly improved the time‐lapse repeatability for seismic monitoring
(Zhao & Li, 2018b). Most of these interferometry‐based redatuming methods only involved a single‐side
cross correlation that brought surface sources to the depth of buried receivers or vice versa. Curtis and
Halliday (2010) generalized these predecessors and introduced the theory of source‐receiver interferometry,
which converted real‐source real‐receiver pairs into virtual‐receiver virtual‐source pairs. However, these
theorems have yet to be widely adopted in the field due to practical limitations. A dense buried receiver sys-
tem has not been feasible for large areas due to the high cost, and surface data are insufficient for providing a
high‐quality image.

One potential way to mitigate this problem is to acquire data using dense surface acquisition and sparse
buried receivers. A sparse buried system can significantly reduce the acquisition cost but can record
redatuming operators. This proposed geometry combines the advantages of both source‐receiver sides
and can produce a better image at a lower cost. The seismic repeatability for different surveys is
expected to be improved as well since the time‐lapse variations are mainly associated with the shallow
overburden. To compensate for the sparse geometry of buried receivers at the redatuming level, an
effective interpolation technique is critical to make this proposed workflow feasible in practice.
Various methods have been developed for seismic interpolations in the geophysical community
(Yilmaz, 2001). They use different types of seismic volumes to interpolate data in the gaps to regularize
and improve the spatial sampling of the data. One of the popular strategies is to transform the data into
a sparse domain and then solve an optimization problem to recover the signal. For example, within
narrow‐azimuth acquisition, seismic data interpolation was implemented using one‐step complex spatial
prediction filters (Ronen, 1987) in the frequency‐space (FX) domain(Spitz, 1991). Another attractive
method is interpolation combined with geologic structures. Structural information was characterized
by local dip attributes and was estimated by the energy scanning method (Marfurt, 2006), local structure
tensors (Fehmers & Höcker, 2003), and plane‐wave destruction (PWD) filters (Fomel, 2002). The quality
of interpolation depends on these data attributes. For example, we might choose FX interpolation
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(Spitz, 1991) if events were aliased in high‐frequency areas but not
aliased at low‐frequency components. In contrast, PWD is a good
choice for a simple geological structure.

Based on the same theoretical foundation of source‐receiver interferome-
try (Halliday & Curtis, 2010), we name this proposed technique “source‐
receiver redatuming.” In contrast to these preceding studies, we create a
comprehensively innovative workflow to apply the theory to field data.
A series of recent land seismic time‐lapse surveys from the Middle East
with a special acquisition geometry have been selected to evaluate this
source‐receiver redatuming method. This acquisition consisted of 13
repeated surveys in a desert situation over an oil and gas reservoir. The
first survey set (Surveys 1–6) was carried out within 3 months and then
the second survey set (Surveys 7¥13) was collected 17 months later. All
acquisitions were performed using Mertz 26 vibrators, and most source
locations were repeated with a spatial error of less than 1 m. As illustrated
in Figure 1, nine shot lines containing 2,700 sources (asterisks in Figure 1)
were used for optimum noise removal and effective illumination above
the buried receivers. A surface line containing 300 receivers, spaced every
7.5 m, was located in the center of nine shot lines (red open triangles in
Figure 1). Another line of 80 buried receivers was placed in vertical bore-
holes with a spacing of 30 m and a depth of 30 m (purple open triangles in
Figure 1b). Figure 2 schematically shows the ray path geometry between
the surface sources, receivers, and buried receivers. We sorted seismic
records from the common shot domain (records share the same source)
to the common receiver domain (records share the same receiver). A com-
mon receiver gather from one of the surface receivers in the middle shot
line is shown in Figure 3a. In general, the surface records appear to have
high‐amplitude coda waves caused by near‐surface scattering that mask
out the targeted deep reflection signals. The thickness of the sand layers
varies from 5 to 30 m. The region that is overlain by thick sand has poor
seismic data quality. Simple low‐dip layers are presented below the com-
plex near surface. Many layers with a great impedance contrast overlie a
reservoir reflector at approximately 2,000‐m depth (Zhao et al., 2018).

Based on the source‐receiver interferometric methodology (Curtis &
Halliday, 2010), our proposed work consists of repositioning surface
sources and receivers to the depth of sparse buried receivers with an inter-
polated geometry. We apply dip‐guided interpolation to the sparse reda-
tumed data associated with the surface geometry to compensate for the

loss of redundancy among surface source‐receiver pairs. This enhances the resolution and signal‐to‐noise
ratio (SNR) of the seismic signals when the data are imaged.

1. Sort surface and buried receiver data from the common shot domain into the common receiver domain.
2. Compute direct arrivals from the buried receiver data and estimate redatuming operators for the source

and receiver sides.
3. Transform both surface data and direct arrivals into the frequency domain.
4. Perform cross correlations in the frequency domain to redatum surface acquisitions to the locations of

buried receivers.
5. Transform redatumed data back into the time domain and interpolate them to the desired geometry.
6. Generate the seismic image volume and examine the image quality and time repeatability.

2. Source Interferometric Redatuming with Sparse Buried Receivers

Seismic interferometry for reflections involves cross correlating the seismic data to the same source recorded
at different stations and integrals over all related sources (Bakulin & Calvert, 2006). The geometry of source

Figure 1. Acquisition geometry for this time‐lapse field experiment: nine
shot lines consisting of 2,700 surface sources (green asterisks). A line of
300 surface receivers (red triangles) is located at the middle source line.
Eighty receiver stations (purple triangles) are buried 30 m below the
surface‐receiver line. A selected surface receiver and buried receiver is
marked in black for illustration. (a) A top‐view layout, (b) a half
cross‐section view.
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interferometric redatuming is illustrated in Figure 4. An elastic derivation
of the interferometry theorem is preferred, which requires adequate separa-
tion of P‐ and S‐wave components (Wapenaar, 2004;Wapenaar et al., 2011).
However, we only work with the vertical component (P‐wave) due to the
shortage of multicomponent recordings. Therefore, these elastic situations
are approximated by acoustic formulations based on the acoustic represen-
tation theorem (Curtis & Halliday, 2010; Halliday & Curtis, 2010; Ramírez
& Weglein, 2009; Wapenaar, 2004) in the frequency domain (Dong
et al., 2009; Schuster et al., 2004) as

V BjY ;ωð Þ − V * BjY ;ωð Þ ≈

∫surface D* X jB;ωð Þ∂U XjY ;ωð Þ
∂nX

− UðXjY ;ωÞ∂D
* X jB;ωð Þ
∂nX

� �
d2X ;

(1)

where the superscripts * and ω denote the complex conjugate and angu-
lar frequency, respectively. Y and B denote the spatial coordinates of the
dense surface and sparse buried receivers, respectively, and X represents
the source location (Figure 4). V(B|Y;ω) is the interferometric Green's
function at the surface receiver Y when the buried receiver B is treated
as a virtual source. The direct arrival D(X|B;ω) is excited by the surface
source X and recorded by the buried receiver B, while the reflected wave-
field U(X|Y;ω) is excited by the same source X but is recorded by the sur-
face receiver Y. nX represents the normal direction of the integration
surface. The far‐field approximated representation of equation 1 yields

V BjY ;ωð Þ − V * BjY ;ωð Þ ≈ 2i
ω
c

∫
surface

D* X jB;ωð ÞU X jY ;ωð Þd2X: (2)

A detailed derivation of equation 2 can be found in Van Der Neut et al. (2015). c is the sound speed at the
surface. Figure 3b illustrates a common receiver gather (U(X|A) → U(A|X)) recorded at a selected buried
geophone (black triangle in Figure 1b). Buried receivers B yield deep reflections with much higher SNR

than surface seismic data Y. The original near‐offset arrivals are consid-
ered direct wavefields (offset <30 m and time < 100 ms). The values of
the offset and time are assessed based on the fact that these early waves
are mainly occupied by direct P‐waves. These reflections (time > 300 ms)
from all offsets are considered reflected waves.

Source interferometric redatuming converts buried receivers into virtual
sources V by summing the available surface sources inside the
stationary‐phase zone (Snieder et al., 2002). However, the redatumed data
still suffer from near‐surface complexity, as the surface receivers Y have
not yet been corrected for depth. The loss of data redundancy may also
result in severe degradation due to the sparseness of B. To address these
issues, we need to perform another round of cross correlations for receiver
redatuming and increase data redundancy.

3. Source‐Receiver Interferometric Redatuming

To perform complete source‐receiver redatuming effectively, we need to
regroup V(B|Y) from a common shot domain to a common receiver
domain V(Y|B) so that the buried receivers B and the surface receivers Y
can switch geometrically according to the seismic reciprocity principle.
Figure 5 summarizes this redatuming process, which can be formularized
similarly to equation 2:

Figure 2. Cartoon illustration of source‐receiver interferometric
redatuming associated with sparse buried receivers in the presence of
heterogeneities near the surface. Surface sources X (green asterisks)
generate direct waves D(X| B) bypassing overburden, recorded by a sparse
buried receiver B (light red triangle), which are further reflected by the
target (orange circle). The reflection ray path U(X|A) connects another
buried receiver A (light red triangle) with surface receivers Y (red triangles)
and results in original surface data setsU(X| Y).U(Y|A) are reflected waves
from buried receivers to surface receivers displayed in reciprocity form.

Figure 3. Two examples of common receiver gathers at two selected
receivers (black triangles in Figure 1), which consist of 2,700 shots after
noise removal. (a) A surface receiver record suffers a low SNR. (b) A buried
receiver record yields a much higher SNR than (a).
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V AjB;ωð Þ − V * AjB;ωð Þ ≈ 2i
ω
c

∫
buried

D* Y jA;ωð ÞV Y jB;ωð Þd2Y : (3)

Here, V(A|B;ω) are the resulting redatumed data at the buried receiver B
when the buried receiver A is treated as a virtual source (Figure 5).
Direct arrivals D(Y|A;ω) are supposed to be generated from surface recei-
vers Y recorded by the buried receivers A, whereas the system only has
sources X rather than Y. This results in an acquisition drawback that
requires sources X located close to receivers Y. As shown in Figure 1, we
can take advantage of the fifth shot line located next to the surface receiver
line. The average source‐receiver distance is less than 5 m. Figure 6a pro-

vides a 2‐D cartoon section on how we approximate D(Y|A) to D bX jA
� �

,

where X represents the nearest shot and has an equivalent number Y. A
common receiver gather sorted by the offset of the original direct waves
D(X|A) is shown in Figure 6b, which shows large variations in the wave-
form of the direct P‐wave, indicative of near‐surface complexity. We find
that the direct P amplitude recorded at the buried receiver A varies system-
atically with respect to X in terms of different angles. The small‐angle
traces present large amplitudes, whereas large angles are relatively small
since A is the vertical component record. With this approximation, substi-
tuting equation 2 into equation 3 results in

V A B;ωð Þ − V* A B;ωð Þ ≈ −4
ω
c

� �2
∫

buried
D* Y A;ωð Þ

∫
surface

U YjX ;ωð ÞD*ðBjX ;ωÞd2X þ V *ðBjY ;ωÞ
( )

d2Y

V A B;ωð Þ − V* A B;ωð Þ ≈ −4
ω
c

� �2
∫

surface
∫

buried
D* Y A;ωð ÞU YjX ;ωð ÞD* BjX ;ωð Þd2Xd2Y

−4
ω
c

� �2
∫

surface
D* YjA;ωð ÞV* BjY ;ωð Þd2Y ;

(4)

where the last integral of the right‐hand side is the anticausal term cor-

responding to the redatumed data −V * AjB;ωð Þ. We only use the causal

part of the redatumed data, and after inserting D bX jA
� �

into U(Y|X),

equation 4 can be simplified as

V AjB;ωð Þ ≈ −4
ω
c

� �2
∫

surface
∫

buried
D* bX jA

� �
U Y jX ;ωð ÞD* BjX ;ωð Þd2Xd2Y :

(5)

Equation 5 indicates that source‐receiver redatuming can be computed by
cross correlating the original surface data with the direct P‐waves
recorded at the buried receivers in the common receiver domain. Note
that equation 4 and its simplified version, equation 5, can be found in
many works (e.g., Berkhout, 1981; Berryhill, 1979). However, most of
these studies employed model‐driven redatuming with the operators D
calculated from a velocity model instead of data, except for Curtis and
Halliday (2010), who also derived these two equations for data‐driven
interferometric redatuming based on the representation theorem. In this
study, we construct comprehensive data‐driven workflows and validate
them with field data sets. As illustrated in Figure 7a, the resultant gather
with data calculated from equation 5 yields a higher SNR than that in

Figure 4. Cartoon illustration of the source‐side redatuming stage in the
source‐receiver redatuming. Surface data U(X| Y) are cross correlated
with direct waves D(X| B) (black dashed lines) recorded at buried receiver
B (light red triangle) and summed over available sources to produce the
buried virtual source (light green asterisk) and source‐side redatuming
data V(B| Y) (blue arrows). The available shots are surface sources located
inside the stationary phase zone for buried receiver B.

Figure 5. The receiver‐side redatuming stage in the source‐receiver
redatuming. V(B| Y) regroup into V(Y| B) by switching the source and
receiver dimensions according to seismic reciprocity. The new V(Y| B) are
then cross correlated with direct waves D(Y|A) (blue dashed arrows)
recorded at buried receiver A (light red triangle) and summed over
available shots to produce another virtual source (light green asterisk) and
the source‐receiver redatuming data V(A| B) (purple arrows).
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Figure 3a, especially for shallow reflectors due to dampened near‐surface scattering. Note that the amplitude
spectrum of U(Y|X) is multiplied by redatuming operators twice in the frequency domain. Therefore, the
final V(A|B) has an inaccurate spectrum compared with the original surface data sets. If we want to make
a fair comparison with nonredatuming data sets for time‐lapse purposes, we need to apply a zero‐phase

whitening filter H(Weemstra et al., 2014) to D bX jA
� �

and D(B|X) to maintain the original spectrum as

U(Y|X). Plugging H into equation 4 produces the final redatuming result as

Figure 6. (a) Cartoon illustration of the approximated direct waves in receiver‐side redatuming (Figure 5). The nearby
sources X (green asterisks) are used to approximate surface receivers Y(red triangles): D(X|A) ≈ D(Y|A). The average
distance between X and Y is less than 5 meters. (b) the common receiver gather D(X|A) of direct waves of the selected
buried receiver A (the light red triangle in (a)) sorted by the offset. The available shots are surface sources located inside
the stationary phase zone for A.

Figure 7. A dip‐guided PWD interpolation process of the selected buried receiver (black triangle in Figure 1): (a)
source‐receiver redatuming data VH(A| B) (80 traces, 30‐m spacing) before interpolation; (b) expanded dip estimation
using the proposed PWD operator; (c) after interpolations ˜VH AjBð Þ (320 traces, 7.5‐m spacing). An improved resolution
and smoothing effect are observed from (a) to (c).
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VH AjB;ωð Þ ≈ −4
ω
c

� �2
∫

surface
∫

buried
HD bX jA;ω

� �h i*
U Y jX;ωð Þ HD BjX ;ωð Þ½ �*d2Xd2Y : (6)

VH(A|B) is an 80 × 80 redatumed data profile with dimensions of the number of buried receivers, originat-
ing from 2,700 × 300 in this example. Figure 7a suggests a significant drop in data redundancy after a sum-
mation of surface X and Y; therefore, interpolation should be applied to VH(A|B) to make it comparable to
the surface U(Y|X).

4. Dip‐Guided Interpolation at the Redatuming Depth

It is well‐known that most seismic interpolations are easy to implement when using simple, linear and sta-
tionary seismic data sets (Ronen, 1987). The interpolation can be applied before redatuming, but we choose
to apply the interpolation after equation 4 because the redatumed records can reduce the overburdened com-
plexities as the sources and receivers are virtually placed below the near surface. Recall the specific geology
settings of this field data discussed in the introduction section: below the complex overburden are simple
layer‐cake structures with dip angles less than 4°. A VH(A|B;ω) containing flat reflectors with a mild lateral
variation is well suited to the dip‐guided interpolation method based on plane‐wave prediction filters
(Fomel, 2010; Xue et al., 2019).

Plane‐wave destruction (PWD) is a method used to evaluate the dip of seismic records. It predicts the next
seismic trace by phase shifting the previous trace along the dominant event slope while maintaining the
trace amplitude. The estimated dominant slope is then calculated by minimizing the prediction
error (Fomel, 2010). Shape regularization constrains the estimated dips to vary smoothly for the redatumed
data. Because PWD is usually employed in the time domain, we first transform VH(A|B;ω) to the time
domain:

VH A∣B; tð Þ¼Fω→t VH AjB;ωð Þf g; (7)

where Fω → t denotes the Fourier transform. We simplify the notation by using VH and formularize the
interpolation as a regularized classic least‐squares goal VHP ≈ δ or

1

V2 V1

V3 V2

… …

Vn Vn−1

26666664

37777775

1

−P2;1

−P3;2

…

−Pn;n−1

26666664

37777775 ≈

1

0

0

…

0

26666664

37777775; (8)

where Pn,n − 1 is the dip field between traces n and n − 1, which is associated with the PWD operator. Vn

is the nth trace of the redatumed data. Equation 8 is not a Yule‐Walker equation since we only use adja-
cent traces rather than a prediction filter H within a certain length. This approximated equality implies
that the solution can be obtained by solving a least square problem, such as P ≈ (VH

TVH)
−1VH

Tδ,
mathematically:

−P1;0

−P2;1

−P3;2

…

−Pn;n−1

26666664

37777775 ≈

∑
n

i¼2
V2

i

V2
1

V2
2

…

V2
n−1

2666666664

3777777775

−1

1 V2 V3 … Vn

V1

V2

…

Vn−1

26666664

37777775

1

0

0

…

0

26666664

37777775; (9)

where we can directly solve equation 9 to obtain the dip field P since the inverse of a diagonal matrix is
very easy to solve. Figure 7b shows the calculated dip from the input data, and it has been smoothed to
make an extended dip field ˜P that has the same length ˜n as the target interpolated redatumed data
˜VH. One alternative to reconstruct ˜VH is to solve a linear system with the inverse PWD as a linear opera-
tor. The linear problem is the switching matrix position in equation 9 as ˜P ˜VH ≈ δ or
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I

−P2;1 I

−P3;2 I

−P4;3 I

… …

…

−P˜n ; ˜n

−1I

2666666666664

3777777777775
˜V 1˜V 2˜V 3:…

:…

:…

˜V
˜n

264
375 ≈ ˜V 1

1

0

0
…

…

…

0

26666666666664

37777777777775
: (10)

This linear problem can be solved efficiently by ˜VH ≈ ˜PT˜P
� �−1

˜PTδ. Interpolation with a structural con-

straint can also be carried out, and the interpolated redatumed data are

eV1eV2eV3

:…

:…

:…

eVen

266666666666666664

377777777777777775
≈

I þ P2;1
� �2

−P2;1I

−P2;1I I þ P3;2
� �2

−P3;2I

−P3;2I I þ P4;3
� �2

… …

… −Pen;en−1I
−Pen;en−1I I þ Pen þ 1; en� �2

26666666666666666664

37777777777777777775

−1

I −P2;1

I −P3;2

I −P4;3

…

… …

…

−Pen;en−1 I

26666666666666664

37777777777777775

eV1

0

0

…

…

…

0

26666666666666664

37777777777777775
:

(11)

Equation 11 is a typical band diagonal matrix and can be solved efficiently with conjugate gradients
(Hestenes & Stiefel, 1952). Alternatively, equations 9 and 11 can be solved iteratively. The interpolated
gather ˜VH shows a better SNR and enhanced resolution while preserving the slope, as shown in Figure 7c.

Comparing Figure 7c with Figure 7a, we observe strong smoothing effects from plane‐wave destruction due
to the smoothing regularization in this filter. It is important to distinguish these side effects from redatuming
to mitigate their influence. A classic synthetic image fromClaerbout and Fomel (2006) is selected to examine
our derived PWD algorithm. This classic image contains dipping beds, an unconformity and a fault.
Figure 8a shows the subsampled version (one‐fourth sampling rate), and we want to recover the original
image from this image. Figure 8b shows the dip estimated from the input image, and it has been smoothed
similarly to generate a dip that has the same dimension as the target image. By solving equation 11, we can
obtain the interpolation result, as shown in Figure 8c. Figure 8d shows its difference from the true reference
image. The interpolated results act as a smoother version of the inputs, and residuals only around the uncon-
formity and fault can be observed. Figure 8 validates that the influences from our PWD interpolation are
controllable for this study.

5. Image Quality and Repeatability

Thirteen time‐lapse seismic surveys were performed before CO2 sequestration activities over an oil reservoir.
Two data sets were acquired using a 2‐D line of 300 surface receivers (7.5‐m spacing) and 80 shallow buried
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receivers (30‐m spacing). Surface source (7.5‐m spacing) equipment with vibroseis was repeatedly used over
19 months. The maximum offset was 2,400 m. This acquisition design was expected to take advantage of
combining surface and receiver systems to correct positioning errors, coupling variations, and
diurnal/seasonal changes in seismic 4‐D processing. Bakulin et al. (2014) suggested that the repeatability
and image quality of data from surface receivers are heavily influenced by shallow near‐surface factors
such as poor illumination beneath the thick sand layer and significant shifts between the first survey set
(Surveys 1–6) and the second survey set (Surveys 7–13).

To assess the performance gain and implement a comparison with existing techniques, the sameworkflow of
the field surveys is performed in three stages. The three stages are surface‐wave noise removal,
source‐receiver interferometric redatuming, and gather stacking. The first stage contains a summation of
nine source lines to reduce bursts from the large‐amplitude traces, random energies, and scattered noises.
To take advantage of the dense source spacing, these common shot domain gathers are then arranged into
common receiver gathers, and an FK filter is applied to mitigate surface‐wave noise. Figure 3 illustrates the
first stage results for surface and buried receivers, respectively. In the second stage, the proposed
source‐receiver redatuming is evaluated. An autopicking algorithm (Zhang et al., 2003) is performed to

select the direct waves within a 60‐ms window (Figure 3b) to serve as the redatumed operators D bX jA
� �

and D(B|X). The second stage bypasses the overburden by sinking the surface acquisition using two inter-
ferometric cross correlations. In the third stage, an amplitude gain is performed on the individual receiver
for every five discrete 500‐ms windows. Gather stacking contains the arithmetic sum for all resulting inter-
ferometric gathers and recovery scaling to balance energy. Gather stacks of two traditional nonredatuming
methods using surface U(Y|X) and buried U(A|X) are generated in comparison with the exact flow without
the second stage. The entire workflow is summarized in Figure 9.

We plot the three resulting images of U(Y|X), U(A|X), and ˜VH AjBð Þ from Survey 1 in Figure 10. A selected
shallow reflector of the target reservoir is highlighted by green and blue arrows. The surface receiver section
(Figure 10a) has the worst SNR in terms of the target reservoir. The right‐hand side of the shallow reflector
has extremely poor illumination beneath the thick sand. The buried receiver section (Figure 10b) shows less

Figure 8. A classic synthetic image for the dip‐guided PWD interpolation process. (a) Synthetic input image containing
steep structures and a fault (56 traces, 30‐m spacing); (b) dip estimation using the proposed PWD operator;
(c) interpolation result (224 traces, 7.5‐m spacing); (d) difference compared to the true reference image. In addition to an
improved resolution and SNR, residuals only around the unconformity and fault can be found.
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noise with more continuous reflections in the target zone than the surface
receiver section. Specifically, the buried receivers show significantly
improved illumination for the marked shallow reflector beneath the thick
sand layer even without redatuming. Finally, the source‐receiver
redatuming section (Figure 10c) has the best SNR and illumination. The
shallow reflector shows balanced illumination in which the thickness of
the near‐surface sand layer has completely resolved, while the target
reflector becomes more continuous. These observations demonstrate the
robustness of the source‐receiver redatuming workflow, and these
resulting images can serve as better inputs for velocity analysis and
migration.

In addition to image quality, repeatability is another important factor in
measuring the quality of seismic monitoring. Figure 11 shows a compari-
son using one trace from the 13 surveys to assess the outcome of each tech-
nique on repeatability. A strong repeatability issue of the surface receiver
section is observed between the first survey set (Surveys 1–6) and the sec-
ond survey set (Survey 7–13, Figure 11a), especially for the target reservoir
and the selected shallow reflector. This subject is described by a gap in the
waveform between Surveys 6 and 7, which is caused by a 1‐year gap in
acquisition. Figure 11b shows better repeatability for both reflectors com-
pared with Section a. It is straightforward to see that the buried receiver
section partially reduces the near‐surface vacations from the receiver side,
but a reduced discontinuity between Surveys 6 and 7 still exists since the
source side is not redatumed to the buried depth. Figure 11c shows the
result after applying the proposed processing workflow, which virtually
places both the surface sources and the buried receivers at the depth of
the latter. Markedly upgraded repeatability appears across this survey
gap, resulting in the best repeatability.

The normalized root mean square (NRMS) over a small window around
the target reservoir is selected to measure the repeatability (Kragh &
Christie, 2002). The NRMS is expressed as a percentage that is measured
between two seismic sections in a given window and divided by their aver-
age RMS. The NRMS is designed to be extremely sensitive to the finest var-
iations in seismic activity. The NRMS is calculated between different
combinations of all 13 surveys. This results in 78 NRMS values at each
trace. The NRMS histogram for each technique is shown in Figure 12.

The surface receiver section (red line) indicates a bimodal NRMS distribution with two separated peaks of
approximately 35% and 100%. As expected, the greater NRMS values are from the gap between the first sur-
vey set (Survey 1–6) and the second survey set (Survey 7–13). The two separated peaks have a different shape,
which suggests significant nonrepeatability for surface receiver data. A narrower and less pronounced distri-
bution (peaks of approximately 20% and 70%) than the surface receiver section is observed for the buried
receiver section. However, the 1‐year gap still exists since we have not virtually buried the sources at depth
yet. The source‐receiver redatuming method closes this gap and produces a single‐mode distribution with
the best NRMS values positioned at 32% (black). These outcomes support the remarks from Figure 11.
This indicates that the proposed strategy can successfully mitigate near‐surface impacts between surveys
separated by a 17‐month gap and, more importantly, result in significantly higher image quality than the
conventional VS method.

6. Discussion

Although this study is mainly focused on petroleum exploration geophysics, it can be readily expanded to
other applications within the scope of solid earth geophysics. For instance, our proposed strategy may be
directly implemented as a time‐lapse mode to image changes in subsurface fluid flow over time due to

Figure 9. The summarized workflow is colored in green for the proposed
method. The input data are both from the buried and receiver receivers,
and the output comprises the time‐lapse seismic image volume with the
proposed technique. A more detailed description is provided in the main
text.
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CO2 sequestration projects, groundwater flow, or environmental contaminant remediation (Beilecke
et al., 2016). Source‐receiver interferometric redatuming has been demonstrated to reduce overburden
complexity by a series of field experiments; therefore, the proposed method may be adapted to
investigations of deep structure if earthquakes are recorded at a complex near‐surface site (Bean
et al., 2008). On the other hand, the recorded direct arrivals at sparse buried receivers contain valuable
information for near‐surface characterization. Classic methods such as transmission wave tomography
may be applied to interpolated redatuming operators to reconstruct high‐resolution profiles that are very
useful for civil engineering, site characterization, and disaster prevention.

We can also apply conventional virtual source redatuming to field data such that the surface sources are vir-
tually placed at the buried receivers. Comparing the results with the proposed method, the major advantage

Figure 10. Seismic images obtained from (a) nonredatumed surface data, (b) nonredatumed buried data, and
(c) source‐receiver redatumed data. The target reservoir reflector (blue arrows) and selected shallow reflectors (green
arrows) demonstrate the SNR improvement from (a) to (c). Panel (c) has the best continuity and resolution of all three
sections, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed source‐receiver redatuming workflow.

Figure 11. One trace for all 13 surveys including results from (a) nonredatumed surface data, (b) nonredatumed buried
data, and (c) source‐receiver redatumed data. Similar to Figure 10, the same target reservoir reflector (blue arrows) and
shallow reflectors (green arrows) demonstrate the repeatability improvement from (a) to (c). Panel (c) has the best
repeatability and demonstrates the robustness of the proposed source‐receiver redatuming workflow again.
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of source‐receiver redatuming is a considerably improved image quality,
as a large number of surface receivers are used. However, the repeatability
obtained from source‐receiver redatuming is slightly worse than that of
conventional virtual source redatuming. One possible explanation is that
interferometric redatuming is not intended to remove all the near‐surface
influence. A complete deconvolution of downward and upward wave-
fields is essential when wavefield separations are available (Wapenaar
et al., 2011). Redatuming surface receivers to depth is a double‐edged
sword, and therefore, the tradeoff between image quality and repeatability
needs to be carefully assessed.

Another drawback of the proposed method is the requirement for the sur-
face acquisition geometry. A line of sources needs to be placed close
enough to the surface receiver so that we can directly measure the
receiver‐side redatuming operator. Indirect measurements, such as
long‐offset refraction waves, often return a lower SNR for approximating
these redatuming operators. Modern land acquisition easily satisfies this
requirement without extra cost.

We use dip‐guided interpolation, which is suitable for the relatively sim-
ple structure below the near surface. Other interpolation methods, such
as FX interpolation, can also be used. The interpolation operator is solved
by a set of a linear systems whose coefficients are based on the spectrum of
the spatial prediction filter determined by the recorded traces. The peri-
odicity at low frequency may be used to predict the shape of the

higher‐frequency components and therefore can guide the interpolation of events that are aliased at high fre-
quencies. Low‐frequency components are less affected by the near surface due to their long wavelength. We
apply FX interpolation to this data set and produce similar results for imaging quality and repeatability. As
demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8, it is evident that the image improvements are partially attributable to PWD
interpolation because of its smoothing effects, whereas the time‐lapse repeatability is not affected by PWD.
We are currently in a preliminary interpolation selection stage, in which the approach is determined in a
heuristic way instead of through systematic optimization. A more robust and adaptive approach to
source‐receiver redatuming is one of our ongoing research directions.

Strictly speaking, an elastic theme of interferometric redatuming is preferred and requires sufficient P‐ and
S‐mode separations (Curtis & Halliday, 2010). Given the absence of multicomponent records, we assess this
land environment by acoustic derivations. The elastic derivations should be adapted to future applications
when horizontal components are available. Similar to interferometric redatuming methods, we want to
emphasize that this method is only able to reduce the contamination induced by the near surface but cannot
eliminate all the overburden effects.

7. Conclusions

To mitigate geophysical issues related to complex near‐surface environments and to reduce the cost of den-
sely buried acquisition, we propose a data‐driven workflow using both surface and buried receivers based on
source‐receiver interferometry. This specific geometry consists of dense surface sources, surface receivers,
and sparse buried receivers. The sparseness of the buried system effectively reduces the acquisition cost
but is still able to record the direct arrivals containing near‐surface information. These direct arrivals are pro-
cessed as redatuming operators for the source and receiver sides and then the source‐receiver cross correlates
with the surface reflection data to virtually place sources and receivers at sparse buried locations. We apply
dip‐guided structure interpolation to make the geometry of the redatumed data consistent with the surface
geometry. The source‐receiver redatuming workflow can handle complex near surfaces with strong lateral
velocity variations. We achieve better image quality and repeatability of the reservoir target because reda-
tumed sources and receivers are closer to the target, and the scattering noises associated with the near sur-
face are suppressed. Compared to other existing redatuming methods, the proposed procedure is
independent of the velocity model and has a lower acquisition cost. Moreover, the process does not

Figure 12. Histogram showing the NRMS values computed using the three
processing flows from the field‐data example (Figure 11). Median values of
each distribution are displayed in the legend. The proposed source‐receiver
redatuming produces a single‐mode distribution with the best NRMS of
32% (black line). This quantitatively validates the observations from
Figure 11.
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require extensive human intervention, providing an automated processing workflow for high‐quality ima-
ging. As time‐lapse noise is mainly caused by near‐surface variations, the method can improve time‐lapse
repeatability and imaging quality by reducing near‐surface influences on reflection signals. We demonstrate
these improvements using 13 time‐lapse surveys that prominently reduce a significant repeatability problem
across a 17‐month survey gap. Source‐receiver redatuming is a positive step forward for land seismic
monitoring.
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